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ABSTRACT
Taking manufacturing and assembly issues into consideration during the design phase has
been shown to be capable of reducing production costs of a given design. Although Design-For-
Assembly (DFA) methods currently exist that aid the designer by suggesting systematic redesign, it
is felt that while these methods are useful for simple designs, e.g. those having a limited number of
parts, they may be inadequate for more complex assemblies. This thesis attempts to address how
DFA may be used successfully for such complex assemblies through subassembly repartitioning or
minor redesign.
Complex assemblies are generally characterized by having a large parts count with the
assembly organized as a collection of subassemblies. In addition to having little or no design
freedom, a complex assembly may contain assembly moves in which a large number of kinematic
degrees of freedom (actions) must be closed, i.e. fixed, during the assembly move. This action
count closure can then be taken as a quantifiable measure of difficulty of a particular assembly
move. It has been determined that the design freedoms that are available to a designer for
redesigning a product for easier assembly consist primarily of detail redesign, case (nonfunctional)
redesign, and subassembly repartitioning. By using Assembly Sequence Analysis (ASA), an
approach for suggesting how detail redesign may be applied successfully to an assembly has been
studied. To address the issue of subassembly repartitioning, a tool has been developed that
suggests how an assembly may be repartitioned favorably according to specified criteria. This tool
searches a space of possible subassembly repartitions using a genetic algorithm. Although the
developed tool is capable of handling multiple criteria, the criterion used in this thesis was based on
measuring difficulty of assembly by using the action counts of the assembly. This tool is also
capable of determining favorable assembly sequences in addition to subassembly repartitionings
with respect to the specified criteria. It has been found that while the action count criterion is
useful in locating difficult assembly moves, it may not be the driving criterion in determining good
assembly sequences and subassembly partitioning schemes suggesting that other criteria, e.g.
minimizing the number of reorientations or refixturings during assembly, should also be
considered. Case studies of real industry assemblies subjected to these approaches are illustrated.
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It has been shown that it is necessary to consider manufacturing and assembly issues
during the design phase of product development for numerous reasons. Doing so will allow for a
better designed product in terms of ease and cost of manufacture and assembly in addition to a
more robust product that best satisfies its intended functionality. Traditionally, product
development began with the design process where a design engineer or design team would be
responsible for producing a detailed design from which a given product would be manufactured.
This design process consists primarily of product specification, preliminary design, and detail
design. After the design has been finalized, product development enters the manufacturing phase
where it is up to the manufacturing engineer or team to determine how best to manufacture and
assemble the given design. However, since the design has already been fixed, much of the
freedom in how the product can be assembled has been removed, often leading to difficult and
costly assembly. It is the goal of design for assembly (DFA) methods to aid the designer in taking
assembly issues into consideration during the design process to produce a design that can be better
manufactured. This is done by taking advantage of the freedoms that exist during the design phase
to optimize the design for manufacture.
Although DFA methods currently exist, the current methods are typically based on generic
checklists and lookup tables of numerical approximations developed primarily through extensive
experience [1]. It is felt by the author that these DFA methods are useful for simple designs, e.g.
those having a limited number of parts, due to use of numerical tallies that can lead to significant
error as more and more approximations are used with assemblies with large parts counts.
Furthermore, these D)FA routines are concerned with generic rather than the design-specific issues
necessary for consideration when dealing with complex assemblies.
A complex mechanical assembly is defined qualitatively as a densely packed assembly with
many connections between parts and tight dimensional tolerances. This implies that a complex
assembly consists of many parts usually with the assembly organized as a collection of
subassemblies, with specifications given for performance, size, weight, and bulk that are
considered fixed. There is little or no freedom to change material or make process substitutions, or
to make parts-count reductions. In addition to having little or no design freedom, a complex
assembly may contain assembly moves in which a large number of kinematic degrees of freedom
(actions) must be closed during an assembly move. One can quickly see how a complex assembly
diffi:rs from a simple assembly and why conventional DFA methods may no longer be applicable.
Previous research in the realm of complex assemblies [2] has shown that design changes made for
easier assembly occasionally ran contrary to those proposed by conventional DFA routines or
practice. These included increased parts counts or other design changes that would not be
suggested by current DFA practice. It has been determined in this research that the design
freedoms that are readily available to a designer for redesigning a complex assembly for easier
assembly consist primarily of detail redesign, case (nonfunctional) design, and subassembly
repartitioning.
To develop a successful design for assembly methodology for complex assemblies, it is
necessary to be able to evaluate how design changes affect assembly options for a given design.
Computer-aided assembly planning has long been of interest for its ability to allow for the rapid
development of assembly plans for a given design and for this reason is a useful means of
evaulating design changes. Assembly sequence analysis (ASA) is one such method for computer-
aided assembly planning. ASA consists of generating all feasible assembly sequences using
precedence relations to maintain geometric feasibility, editing the assembly sequences using given
criteria, and evaluating the remaining assembly sequences according to cost of assembly. ASA
then offers a rapid means by which a design can be evaluated. Thus far, ASA has been used
primarily as a one way tool, using design information to generate an acceptable assembly plan.
One can see the possibilities that ASA offers as a means of conveying information from the
assembly realm back to the design process necessary in DFA to allow for an environment that
promnotes the idea of concurrent engineering (CE).
1.2 Goal of Research
The goal of this research is to propose a DFA methodology using ASA as a means for
taking assembly issues into consideration during the design process that may be applied
successfully to complex assemblies. A software tool based on a new action-count closure criterion
is developed that allows for automatic subassembly repartitioning and assembly sequence
generation. This software tool makes use of a genetic algorithm. In addition, an approach by
which detail redesign is suggested by current ASA methods is examined. Using these tools, a
design can be rapidly processed and have its assembly options presented for judgment and offer
redesign or repartitioning suggestions that will make for better assembly.
1.3 Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 presents a quick review of previous work in the field on which this work is built
upon or related. Chapter 3 presents an overview of genetic algorithms necessary for understanding
how, the developed software tool works. Chapter 4 develops the subassembly partitioning tool and
examines a technique for DFA in which it can be used. Chapter 5 gives results on two real
complex assemblies from industry to see how the developed tool and techniques fare. Finally,
Chapter 6 presents overall conclusions and suggested directions for future work.
CHAPTER 2
Related Works
This chapter gives a brief overview of previous works related to this work Related
works have been categorized into three broad subject areas: Design For Assembly (DFA),
Assembly Sequence Analysis (ASA), and advanced assembly planners.
2.1 Design For Analysis
Traditional DFA methods have relied on quantitative evaluation procedures for
evaluating assemblability and general guidelines and examples to aid in design improvements.
Two of the most well known methods are the Boothroyd-Dewhurst method and the Hitachi
method [3].
2.1.1 Boothroyd-Dewhurst DFA Method
The Boothroyd-Dewhurst method starts with an analysis of the current assembly
process. Using numerical lookup tables for parts handling and parts insertion and fastening, the
assembly process is evaluated. This analysis is used to signal parts that should be considered
for redesign. This method suggests that one way of best minimizing the cost of assembly, the
number of parts should be minimized.
2.1.2 Hitachi Method
The Hitachi Assemblability Evaluation Method (AEM) aids in design improvements by
identifying parts that need redesign by two evaluation methods. The first is the assemblability
evaluation score ratio, E, which gives an indication of the difficulty of assembly operations for
parts. The second is the assembly cost ratio, K, which is used to evaluate the cost of the
assembly. Using these two indicators, this method targets quality and cost in an effort for better
redesign.
2.2 Assembly Sequence Analysis
De Fazio and Whitney [4] describes Assembly Sequence Analysis (ASA) as the
methodology in which all mechanically feasible sequences are first generated, then they are
edited based on given criteria, and finally compared on an economic basis.
2.2.1 Precedence Relation Generation
Bourjault [5] originally used a graph of contacts or liaisons between parts named a
"liaison diagram" to model an assembly where a node represents a part and an arc between
nodes represent a connection between two parts. He then developed an algorithm that was
capable of generating all possible assembly sequences based on a series of yes-no questions
based on part mates. After receiving user-input answers to these questions, the computer would
then generate a series of constraints referred to as precedence relations. The form of precedence
relations used in this thesis is as follows:
Li & ... & Lj >= Lm & ... & L,
which is read as all liaisons in the set of liaisons I Li, ..., L) } must be completed previous to or
simultaneously with the completion of all liaisons in the set of liaisons { Lm, ..., Ln }.
Subsequently, De Fazio and Whitney extended this method making it more efficient by
adding new rules to the automatic reasoning that resulted in less questions to be answered by the
user. Independent of this work, Homem De Mello [6] approached the task of precedence
constraint generation using a different set of questions. Whipple [7] developed another method
known as the "onion-skin" method for generating all valid assembly sequences on a process of
questions that likens disassembly to the peeling of an onion. Baldwin [8] subsequently took
these methods and incorporated them into a software tool called SPAS that generates the
precedence relations by asking the necessary questions to the user.
2.2.2 Assembly Sequence Representation
After having determined the precedence relations required to generate all possible
assembly sequences, it is necessary to represent the assembly sequences. In his assembly
sequence generation software [9], Bourjault uses a parts tree to represent assembly sequences
which is not compact but is easy to comprehend as it somewhat mimics a physical assembly
line. Homem De Mello developed an And-Or Graph representation [10] to represent assembly
sequences which is a compact representation but difficult to use to see how an assembly
progresses. De Fazio and Whitney developed the Liaison Sequence Diagram based on a
directed graph to offer a compact representation of assembly sequences that also offers more
information on an assembly sequence's state by state progress.
2.2.3 Assembly Sequence Evaluation
Using the Liaison Sequence Diagram, Lui [11] developed a program, SED (Sequence
Edit and Display) that would create the Liaison Sequence Diagram and allow for editing of the
sequence diagram. Abell [12] expanded on this and Whipple's stability analysis creating a fully
user interactive software tool, EDIT, for editing and evaluating assembly sequences.
2.3 Other Assembly Planners
More recently, there have been new approaches at assembly planning using assembly
sequence generation. Most notable and relevant to this work include Lee and Shin's method of
assembly planning using subassembly extraction [13]; Milner, Graves, and Whitney's use of
simulated annealing for generating least-cost assembly sequences [14]; Hong and Cho's
assembly sequence optimization using neural networks [15]; and Bonneville, Perrard, and
Henrioud's use of genetic algorithms to generate and evaluate assembly plans [16].
2.3.1 Subassembly Extraction (Lee and Shin)
Lee and Shin describe a method for assembly planning using subassembly extraction.
Starting with a weighted attributed liaison graph, a hierarchical partial order graph is generated.
This graph is a representation of the assembly plans that explicitly shows the subassemblies
required for assembly. This graph is generated through a process referred to as subassembly
extraction. Subassembly extraction consists of grouping preferred subassemblies together
based on evaluation of the weighted attributed liaison graph.
2.3.2 Simulated Annealing (Milner, Graves, and Whitney)
This method uses simulated annealing as the optimization method for finding least cost
assembly sequences from the feasible sequences of a mechanical product. By using De Fazio
and Whitney's representation of assembly sequences and given economic and performance data
for assembly tasks, optimal sequences are determined based on a cost function.
2.3.3 Neural Network (Hong and Cho)
This method uses a neural network to obtain optimal assembly sequences based upon
inferred precedence constraints and the assembly costs from an expert system. Due to the large
size of the search space of assembly sequences, a neural network and an expert system is used
to find optimized assembly sequences.
2.3.4 Genetic Algorithm (Bonneville, Perrard, and Henrioud)
This method uses a genetic algorithm to generate feasible assembly sequences as
opposed to cut-set methods that generate all feasible sequences. The genetic algorithm also
evaluates the sequences, which are represented as assembly trees, according to an evaluation
function and searches for optimal sequences.
2.4 Summary
Here, we have presented past and present research directly related to this thesis. This
research relies on previous work in the area of ASA for generating feasible assembly sequences
and subassembly partitionings. The optimization of these sequences and partitionings is similar
to the work in assembly planning mentioned in this chapter but differs in the overall approach
and methods used.
CHAPTER 3
Design-For-Assembly Methods for Complex Assemblies
Complex assemblies can be characterized as having a large number of parts and organized
as an assembly of subassemblies among other qualities. Due to these qualities, complex
assemblies generally offer little or no design freedoms. Of the design freedoms that are available to
a designer for redesigning complex products for easier assembly--detail redesign, case redesign,
and subassembly repartitioning--this chapter describes the methods used and the required tools for
applying detail redesign and subassembly repartitioning to complex assemblies because the
application of case redesign is fairly straightforward and often done in common practice. First, the
issue of how a complex assembly can be favorably repartitioned is addressed. To do so requires
that a measure be developed that can quantify in some manner the difficulty of assembly in order to
determine what is or is not a favorable repartitioning. Then, based on this criterion, a tool can be
developed that allows for the computer-aided generation of favorable subassembly repartitionings.
Secondly, a DFA approach for complex assemblies using detail redesign as well as some
subassembly repartitioning is examined. This technique relies on using Assembly Sequence
Analysis, specifically the precedence relations derived during ASA, as a means of signaling what
aspects of the design should be considered for redesign prior to the actual assembly process to
allow for better assembly.
3.1 Subassembly Repartitioning and Sequence Generation
Due to the large number of parts in a complex assembly, the assembly is generally
organized as an assembly of subassemblies to allow for easier final assembly. Subassemblies are
then subject to constraints such as size, weight, and stability in order for proper handling during
final assembly. Generally, these subassemblies are partitioned by function which may not be
optimal for ease of assembly. Thus, optimal partitionings are important in design for assembly.
In order to allow for the rapid generation of subassembly repartitionings with minimal user
interaction, a computer-aided tool was developed. Given an assembly specified by a weighted
liaison graph along with the precedence relations generated using current ASA tools, the developed
tool is capable of suggesting subassembly partitionings and assembly sequences that best satisfy
given criteria. A weighted liaison graph completely describes the parts or subassemblies and how
they are connected with weights associated to the connections that give a description of the
connection. The precedence relations are necessary in order to maintain geometric feasibility of the
generated partitionings and sequences. Here, the only criterion used is based on action counts,
which are used to weight the liaison graph, to be discussed in detail below. Since a complex
assembly consists of a large number of component parts, it is necessary for the user to input an
initial subassembly partitioning. This nominal partitioning usually consists of the original
subassembly partitioning with one or two "suspect" subassemblies broken down into component
parts such that new repartitioning schemes can be considered. A "suspect" subassembly can be
identified by having a large number of internal kinematic degrees of freedom (actions). Hence,
starting from a nominal subassembly partitioning, the developed tool can generate suggested
partitioning schemes that compare favorably according to the criterion used. Due to the fact that the
number of possible assembly sequences may grow with the factorial of the number of parts, the
selection of favorable assembly sequences and subassembly partitionings becomes an increasingly
more difficult problem to handle as assemblies of increasing complexity are being examined. The
developed tool uses a genetic algorithm (GA) using GAlib1 to handle these difficulties.
3.1.1 Genetic Algotihms
1 GAlib is a library of C++ functions for genetic algorithms written by Matthew Wall at MIT and is available free
for non-profit use at http : // lancet. mi t. edu/ga/
Genetic algorithms are search and optimization algorithms that use natural selection as a
means of optimization. They get their name due to the fact that they are based on the evolutionary
model of "survival of the fittest" according to natural genetics and mutation. Genetic algorithms
rely on random choices to find optima in a given search space. In this respect, they are similar to
simulated annealing. Also, it is because of this search technique that they differ from traditional
search and optimization methods and thus can be of use in problems where the search space is too
large for traditional search algorithms to operate efficiently.
As outlined by Goldberg [17], there are four major differences between genetic algorithms
and traditional search and optimization algorithms.
1. GAs deal with a coding of the parameter set rather than the parameters themselves.
2. GAs explore the search space using a population as opposed to a single point.
3. GAs use an objective function to evaluate a coding instead of auxiliary information.
4. GAs use probabilistic transition rules based on randomized operators as opposed to
deterministic rules.
Genetic algorithms are applied by first developing a coding for the parameter set. The possible
encodings generated by the coding scheme are referred to "chromosomes" and the number of
unique encodings covers the entire search space. Next, starting with an initial population of
chromosomes, the randomized operators are applied. The three basic operators used in genetic
algorithms are reproduction, crossover, and mutation. The members in the current population are
all given fitness scores according to the objective function. Reproduction creates a new population
based on probabilities for survival of members of the previous population according to their fitness
scores. Pairs of chromosomes are then selected at random to mate according to the crossover
operator, usually by swapping portions of their chromosomesto produce two new chromosomes.
Finally, mutation occurs at random within the new population. Mutation is usually done by
swapping elements within a single chromosome. Then the cycle restarts with the new generation.
Using a large enough population and running the GA for a sufficient number of generations are
then keys to reaching a set of optimized chromosomes. These operators will be discussed in
further detail as applied to the developed genetic algorithm below.
3.1.2 Weighted Liaison Graph
An assembly is represented by a liaison graph. Each node in the liaison graph corresponds
to a part or a subassembly of the assembly and each liaison in the graph corresponds to a
connection between two parts or subassemblies. A liaison graph can readily be extracted given an
assembly drawing. Figure 3-1 shows De Fazio and Whitney's assembly from industry (AFI)
represented as a block assembly drawing. Items A through L are subassemblies that are joined
during final assembly. Liaison graph information can be displayed in either graphical or tabular
form. In tabular form, liaisons are enumerated and for each liaison, the two parts it connects are
listed. Figure 3-2 illustrates the liaison diagram associated with the assembly from industry where
the nodes represent the subassemblies.
In a weighted liaison graph, the liaisons are each assigned a weight. Here, the weighting
used is the action count of the connection. Details on what action counts represent and how they
are calculated are given in the next section. To represent the weighted liaison diagram in tabular
form, a new field containing the weight for each liaison must be added. Additionally, some
liaisons may take on different weight values depending on the current state of assembly due to the
nature of action counts. This is taken care of by extending the weighted liaison graph using an
additional condition field: if the liaisons listed in the condition fieid of a particular liaison entry
have been previously completed, the weight for that particular liaison is the one listed in that entry;
otherwise, it takes the default value given by the entry for that liaison in which the condition field is
empty. Table 3-1 lists the weighted liaison graph information in tabular form. The weighted
liaison graph gives a representation of an assembly in which information can be quickly conveyed,
most importantly the connections between parts or subassemblies and their associated weights.
For this reason, the weighted liaison graph is a simple and compact representation of the assembly.
One of the limitations of the liaison graph is that although connections between parts are
maintained, geometric dimensions and other details are not kept. Note that because of this reason,
the tool developed requires that precedence relations acquired through ASA be supplied to maintain
assembly constraints due to physical geometric dimensions of parts or subassemblies.
Figure 3-1: De Fazio and Whitney's assembly from industry (AFI)
J 18 L
Figure 3-2: Liaison graph for the assembly from industry. Note
that the numbers on the arcs merely name them and are not weights.
liaison part part weight= condition liaison part part weight= condition
action liaison action liaison
count count
1 A C 0 11 C D 0
2 A D 0 12 C E 1
3 A G 9 13 E F 1
3 6 8 14 G H 4
4 A K 8 14 1 15
5 A L 0 15 H J 4
6 B C 0 15 1 14
7 B E 0 16 H K 7
8 B G 4 17 H L 4
8 1 3 17 1 18
9 B H 1 18 J L 4
10 B J 1 18 1 17
Table 3-1: Weighted liaison graph information for assembly from industry in tabular form
3.1.3 Action Count
De Fazio [18] defines an "action" of a subassembly as those kinematic degrees of freedom
that are in addition to the six kinematic degrees of freedom associated with a solid body in space.
These actions exist primarily when a subassembly contains parts that are free to move relative to
the rest of the subassembly, e.g. a gear assembly with its freely rotating gear wheels. Then the
action count associated with a liaison is the number of actions that must be fixed or closed in order
to make that connection between the two parts or subassemblies. Thus, each liaison in the liaison
graph is weighted by the number of actions that need be closed in order to establish that liaison.
To illustrate, consider a planetary gear system with four planetary gears. Consider a subassembly
consisting of the planetary gear carrier and the four planetary gears. In addition to the six spatial
kinematic degrees of freedom associated with this subassembly, each of the four planetary gears is
free to rotate. Thus, the action count associated with this subassembly is four. In order to mate
the ring gear with this subassembly, the rotation of each of the four independent planetary gears
must be fixed. Thus, the action count associated with this connection would be four. Typically,
most part to part connections have action counts of zero. It is only when we consider subassembly
to subassembly connections where internal components of a subassembly are free to move that we
see action counts greater than zero.
There are three exceptional cases that need be mentioned for calculating the action count
weighting of a liaison. These are all consistent with the given definition of an "action" of a
subassembly. All three cases occur due to the fact that a liaison may have different action count
values depending on the current state of the assembly. These can be taken care of by using an
extended weighted liaison graph with an additional condition field as mentioned in the previous
section.
The first case arises because action count values are assigned to liaisons by determining the
number of actions closed when that liaison is completed, taking only that liaison and the two parts
it connects into consideration. As particular liaisons are completed, actions of certain
subassemblies may be fixed that were taken to be free when determining the action count values of
other liaisons. So, it is necessary to look at the current state of assembly when determining action
count values. That is, the completion of particular liaisons causes actions of a subassembly
involved to be closed so that a liaison completed subsequently involving that subassembly may
have a lesser action count than its default count.
For example, consider the aforementioned planetary gear system partitioned into three
subassemblies--the sun gear, the planetary gear carrier and the four planetary gears, and the ring
gear. As previously stated, in order to establish the liaison between the ring gear and the four
planetary gears, all four planetary gears must be aligned to mesh with the ring gear. Similarly, to
establish the liaison between the sun gear and the four planetary gears, all four planetary gears
must also be aligned to mesh with the sun gear. Therefore, the default action count value
associated with both the ring-planet liaison and the sun-planet liaison is four. However, if the
planetary gears have already been assembled to the sun gear, then they rotate in unison with the
sun gear and no longer need to be individually aligned to mesh with the ring gear. Thus, the
conditional action count value associated with the ring-planet liaison is one if the sun-planet liaison
has already been established since only the single action of rotating the sun gear is necessary to
align the four planetary gears to mesh with the ring gear. The same situation also holds true when
the sun gear is to be added to the assembly where the ring gear and the planetary gears have already
been assembled. Thus, once the planetary gears have been assembled to either the ring gear or the
sun gear, the resulting assembly has incurred a reduction of actions that need be closed when
adding the final gear of the planetary gear system. This can be seen in the planetary gear system of
the AFI assembly consisting of subassemblies G, H, and J connected by liaisons 14 and 15 (See
Table 3-1 for the actual multiple action count values involved).
The second case is similar to the first, but instead of a reduction in an action count value
due to the previous completion of a liaison, it is possible that there be an increase in the action
count value of a liaison depending on the state of the current assembly, which can be specified by
the liaisons that have been previously completed. That is, instead of closing out actions by the
completion of a liaison between two parts or subassemblies, it is possible that by completing a
liaison between two parts, new actions are introduced into the resulting assembly.
To illustrate this case, again consider the planetary gear system except each of the four
planetary gears and the planetary gear carrier are no longer contained in a subassembly. The mate
between a planetary gear alone and the sun gear requires no actions to be closed, but if the
planetary gears are first assembled to the planetary gear carrier, then each mate between a planetary
gear and the carrier would require one action to be closed. Note that this particular example would
never occur in practice due to the fact that the assembly consisting of the sun gear and the four
planetary gears would be unstable and is only examined for illustrative purposes.
The third special case occurs due to part or subassembly interference. This occurs when a
part must first interface with a second part in order to reach its final position whereas if that second
part were not present, the first part could reach its final position without obstruction. This
occurred in an earlier design of the AFI assembly where the inner diameter of subassembly K was
smaller. In this case, if K were already mated to A, G would first have to mate with K in order to
pass through to its final mating location with A. Thus, if the liaison between A and K had been
previously established, the action count value for the liaison between A and G would take on a
higher value.
A subclass due to part interference has been identified that is too difficult to model
efficiently. It occurs when the placement of a first part interferes with the placement of a
subsequent part not by requiring the subsequent part to establish a temporary mate but instead
requiring it to take an entirely different mating approach path. Additionally, there are some cases
where it is possible for a part to have several approach paths available, each with a different action
count value associated with the mate. This ambivalence in the action count value depending on
approach direction has been difficult to incorporate into the tool described below due to the fact that
approach direction is also directly affected by the assembly orientation which has not been
considered thus far. However, this third case is highly uncommon and hardly seen in practical
designs.
Table 3-1 gives the extended weighted liaison graph information in tabular form. For
liaisons with more than one row with different action count values listed, the entries differ by the
conditions listed. These represent liaisons that fall into the aforementioned special cases where it is
necessary to have multiple action count values associated with the liaisons. Thus, a listing with an
empty condition field gives the default action count value, whereas those listings with liaisons
noted in the condition field give the action count value if the "condition" liaisons have been
previously completed.
Finally, an action completion count can also be associated with an assembly move. This is
done by determining what liaisons are being completed in a particular assembly move and then
totaling all the individual action counts for those liaisons. This results in the sum number of
actions being completed or closed in an assembly move. It has been shown in assembly practice
that completing liaisons 4 and 16 of the AFI assembly simultaneously is an assembly move that
should be avoided due to the difficulty of such a move. By using actions counts, we can see that
the action completion count for this move is 15. This is a high number relative to the action counts
per individual liaison, thus indicating an assembly move we wish to avoid. Having to fix actions
of a subassembly during assembly requires additional effort that make such an assembly move
difficult. Having to fix many actions in a single assembly move complicates the completion of the
assembly move that much more so. Thus, one criterion for easier assembly can be seen as
ensuring that no assembly moves have high action completion counts in an assembly sequence.
Further validation of using action counts as a criterion is examined in section 4.1.1 where
assembly sequences are generated according to this criterion.
3.1.4 Assembly Sequence and Subassembly Partitioning Encoding
By subassembly repartitioning and selecting particular assembly sequences, we can
generate an assembly plan that avoids assembly moves with high action completion counts. For
example, if subassemblies A, G, and H were partitioned together as a single subassembly, then it
would be impossible to avoid an assembly move in which liaisons 4 and 16 are completed
simultaneously, which has been shown previously to close a high number of actions. This would
then obviously be a poor choice of subassembly partitioning. Thus, by proper subassembly
partitioning, it is possible to avoid having required assembly moves with high action count
closures. Due to the fact that subassembly partitioning is a combinatorial problem, a genetic
algorithm is used as the search and optimization technique. In order to apply a genetic algorithm to
the subassembly partitioning problem, it is necessary to devise an encoding that captures the
parameters that are to be optimized, i.e. the subassembly partitioning scheme and assembly
sequence.
The problem of subassembly partitioning is in essence similar to the problem of set
partitioning or more specifically, graph partitioning. The use of genetic algorithms in solving set
partitioning problems has been studied by Jones and Beltramo [ 19]. In their study, they consider
several approaches for solving the set partitioning problem. The difference between subassembly
partitioning and set partitioning lies in the fact that subassemblies are required to be composed of
connected parts, whereas in a general set, there is no notion of connectivity between set members.
The method used for encoding subassembly partitions as a chromosome is permutation
encoding using group separators considered for set partitioning problems by Jones and Beltramo
and also by Bhuyan, Raghavan, and Elayavalli [20]. This method encodes a partition as a
permutation of n parts and N - 1 group separators where n is the number of parts and N is the
desired number of subassemblies. For example, given an assembly of 5 parts A, B, C, D, and E,
and 3 subassemblies (A C), (B E) and (D}, this would encode as (1 3 6 2 5 7 4) where a number
that is less than or equal to the number of parts references that part (i.e. 1 references A and 2
references B, etc.) and a number such as 6 or 7 that is greater than the number of parts represents a
group separator. Thus, an encoding can be read in linearly, placing parts into subassemblies and
starting a new subassembly when a group separator is read. If it is desired that the number of final
subassemblies be unspecified, i.e. let the algorithm decide the optimal number of final
subassemblies, we can set N equal to n and ignore any empty subassemblies that are produced by
an encoding, i.e. treat consecutive group separators as a single group separator. This option is
referred to as using a variable number of desired subassemblies. This is also the equivalent of
allowing for arborescent, or parallel, assembly sequences as opposed to being restricted to purely
sequential assembly sequences.
In addition to encoding the subassembly partitioning scheme, the advantage of using the
permutation encoding is that it can also encode the assembly sequence for that given subassembly
partitioning. Consider the previous example encoding of (1 3 6 2 5 7 4) which decodes to (A C I B
E I D) where "I" denotes that a new subassembly begins. This also encodes the associated
assembly sequence. First we connect part C to part A completing the first subassembly. Then we
connect part E to part B completing the second subassembly. Part D is left alone as it is the only
member in its subassembly; thus, the third subassembly is automatically completed. This
completes the assembling of the subassemblies. Then in the final pass, the subassemblies are
assembled in the order they appear in the encoding. Thus, the subassembly containing B and E is
connected to the subassembly containing A and C and then finally the subassembly containing only
D is connected to the previous assembly. By using the encoding to also encode the assembly
sequence as well as the subassembly partitioning, we have avoided the problem of redundancy
associated with encodings of subassembly partitions alone. For example, the encodings (1 3 6 2 5
7 4), which we considered previously, and (1 3 6 4 7 2 5) both encode the same subassembly
partitions { A C), { B E) and (D). The difference lies in the assembly sequence they encode. For
the second encoding, in the final pass of assembling the subassemblies, the subassembly
containing part D alone is connected to the subassembly containing parts A and C prior to
connecting the subassembly containing parts B and E as opposed to the assembly sequence
encoded by the first encoding.
Due to the nature of the problem of subassembly partitioning, it is possible that invalid
encodings are produced. There are two different classes of invalid encodings. The first is one in
which an empty subassembly is encoded. This occurs when a group separator appears at the head
or tail of the list, or when two group separators appear adjacent to each other in an encoding. If it
is desired that the number of subassemblies not be fixed, i.e. variable number of subassemblies,
these encodings are not invalid as by having encodings with empty subassemblies that are to be
ignored, we can have a variable number of subassemblies with the encoding scheme used.
Otherwise, if the desired number of subassemblies has been defined by the user, these encodings
are considered invalid and need to be rejected. These can easily be rejected during crossover and
mutation of the genetic algorithm to ensure that only valid encodings enter the population.
However, we did the rejection in the objective function. More specifically, if invalid encodings
were encountered in the population, they were evaluated and given a low objective value, or fitness
score. The reason for this is though the encoding may be invalid as a whole, there may be one or
several good subassembly partitions encoded in the chromosome. For this reason, we check for
invalid encodings in the objective function to allow for penalization instead of rejection. In this
way, we can preserve any potentially good subassembly partitions through crossover and mutation
in the next generation.
The second class of invalid encodings occurs when subassembly partitions are encoded
which are invalid. More specifically, this occurs when a subassembly for which all the parts are
not connected is generated. This is also checked in the objective function to allow for appropriate
penalization.
3.1.5 Crossover and Mutation Operators
The permutation encoding chromosome is a list containing no repeated elements to ensure
that all parts are included in the subassembly partitioning scheme. For this reason, partial match
crossover is used for crossover to ensure that chromosomes generated by crossover contain no
repeated elements. In reproduction using simple crossover, a portion from one parent
chromosome is swapped with a portion from a second parent chromosome to create two offspring
chromosomes. For example given the parent chromosomes (1 3 6 2 5 7 4) and (4 6 1 7 3 5 2),
applying crossover to the second through fourth elements, the resulting offspring chromosomes
would be (1 3 1 7 3 7 4) and (4 6 6 2 5 5 2). The middle three elements, the second through fourth
elements, have just been swapped between the two parent chromosomes to create the offspring
chromosomes. This results in invalid permutation encodings, i.e. chromosomes with repeated
elements. Partial match crossover avoids this problem by using positionwise exchanges of
elements. For example, in the first chromosome (1 3 6 2 5 7 4), the middle three elements, 6 2 5,
are to be replaced by the middle three elements of the second chromosome, 1 7 3. Since the 6 in
the first chromosome is to be replaced by a 1, the original 1 in the first chromosome becomes a 6.
Likewise, the original 7 becomes a 2 and 3 becomes a 5. This results in the following two
offspring chromosomes: (6 5 1 7 3 2 4) and (4 1 6 2 5 3 7). Thus, only valid permutations are
created by partial match crossover.
Likewise, it is necessary to use a simple swap mutator for mutation. The simple swap
mutator operates on a permutation encoding chromosome by randomly swapping two elements
within the chromosome. For example, the chromosome (1 3 6 2 5 7 4) may mutate to become (1 4
6 2 5 7 3). The second and last element of the chromosome have swapped places. As mentioned
previously, this may result in an invalid encoding, but since it may contain good subassembly
partitionings, it is allowed and later penalized in the objective function. The alternative would be to
reject this chromosome and apply the mutation operator again until a valid encoding is produced.
3.1.6 Objective Function
Currently, the objective function relies on a simple heuristic based on the idea of action
counts. Since action counts are associated with liaisons and in order to complete the assembly, all
liaisons must be connected, it can be seen that the action completion count over the entire assembly
is constant, i.e. the sum of the action counts for all liaisons. The goal then is to have an assembly
partitioned for which the associated assembly sequence avoids assembly moves with high action
completion counts. Due to the fact that the total action completion count for the entire assembly is
constant and that the number of assembly moves is constant (equal to the number of parts minus
one), assembly moves with high action completion counts can be minimized or avoided by
spreading the total action completion count over the entire assembly sequence. This is done by use
of the root-mean-square (rms) function. For each assembly move, the action count value is
squared. These values are then summed over the entire assembly sequence and divided by the total
number of assembly moves. Then the root of this mean is taken as the objective score. This
represents the rms average action count per assembly move. By minimizing this value, the actions
are being spread evenly across the entire assembly. Thus, each encoding is assigned a score
according to this objective function. Additionally, invalid partitioning encodings that fall in the two
aforementioned classes are then penalized by increasing their objective score. The genetic
algorithm then tries to find those partitioning schemes with the best, i.e. lowest, scores.
Finally simple sharing is implemented using a simple distance function in order to generate
a optimal set of subassembly partitioning schemes rather than converging on a single optimum.
This function looks at the assembly sequences encoded by two different chromosomes and returns
a value based on similarity of the encoded sequences. Similar chromosomes share their final
objective scores by dividing the objective score over the number of similar chromosomes to assure
that the GA will not tend to a single chromosome as a solution, but favor a variety of chromosomes
as an optimal solution set.
3.2 DFA Through Precedence Relation Elimination
De Fazio [21] describes another approach for applying DFA to complex assemblies. The
idea is based on the belief that by eliminating assembly constraints, the number of feasible
assembly sequences will increase and perhaps allow for a better assembly sequence that was
previously not available with the initial set of assembly constraints. Precedence relations (PR's)
derived using ASA express assembly constraints that are due to the geometric dimensions and
placements of parts or subassemblies in an assembly. Thus, by eliminating PR's by either
redesign or repartitioning, better assembly sequence options may become available as assembly
constraints are removed.
The precedence relations derived using ASA usually take on the following form:
Li & Li, & ... & Lj Lm & Lm+, & ... & L,
This is read as the set of liaisons {L, L,, ,  ..., Lj) must all be completed before, or concurrently
with, the completion of the set of liaisons { Lm, Lm+, ... , L, .
By examining the liaisons involved and the parts or subassemblies they connect, most
precedence relations can be traced back to geometric constraints due to part dimensions in the
design. Then, by inspection, it is generally possible to either partially or completely eliminate the
precedence relation using either detail redesign or subassembly repartitioning. Since precedence
relations arise due to geometric constraints between parts or subassemblies, by examining the
assembly and determining what geometric constraint due to the dimensions of parts or
subassemblies exists causing the need for a particular precedence relation, either redesign or
repartitioning can be used to remove the geometric constraint. By eliminating a PR completely or
by softening a PR, i.e. eliminate elements of a PR weakening its constraint on the assembly
sequences, sequences previously eliminated by the PR will now be feasible. After having
examined all the precedence relations, the designer creates a new weighted liaison graph, and ASA
is again used to generate a new set of precedence relations that allow for more assembly freedom.
Then by using the new liaison graph and the accompanying set of precedence relations, the GA
technique described in the previous section can be used to find favorable subassembly partitions or
assembly sequences.
3.3 Summary
Having developed the required tools and techniques, the next step is apply them to actual
industry assemblies for validation. The results are presented in the next chapter.
CHAPTER 4
Case Studies of Actual Complex Assemblies
In this chapter, the tools and techniques described in Chapter 3 are applied to two real
assemblies from industry, the AFI assembly and the BAT assembly. For each assembly we first
ran some experiments on the usefulness of the GA using the action count closure criterion by
generating only assembly sequences using the actual subassembly partitioning scheme. Next the
effectiveness of the GA for subassembly repartitioning was examined by trying various nominal
subassembly partitionings. Finally, the technique of precedence relation elimination to suggest
redesign was applied to the BAT assembly and its effectiveness was examined.
4.1 AFI Assembly
The AFI assembly is a 6 speed automatic transmission for trucks and buses. This
assembly exhibits all the characteristics of a complex assembly. It is an assembly of mechanically
complex and densely packed parts, has a high parts count with the assembly organized as an
assembly of subassemblies, has little design freedom and due to the nature of its function, and has
a larger number of internal kinematic degrees of freedom, or actions. Figure 4-1 shows a detailed
drawing of the entire assembly, and Figure 4-2 shows the assembly decomposed according to the
original subassembly partitioning scheme. The liaison graph was given earlier in graphical form
by Figure 3-2 and the weighted liaison graph was described explicitly in tabular form in Table 3-1.





Figure 4-2: AFI with original subassembly partitioning
k
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4.1.1 GA Sequence Generation
The first experiment run uses the GA tool developed to generate optimal assembly
sequences based on the action count closure criterion. The goal is to determine the usefulness of
the tool developed and the action count criterion used. Using ASA, the precedence relations are
derived given the liaison graph and answering the geometric interference questions. Then, with the
weighted liaison graph information and the set of precedence relations, the GA tool is used to
generate only assembly sequences and not subassembly partitions using the original subassembly
partitioning scheme. This is done by setting the desired number of repartitioned subassemblies to
one; thus, the original partitioned subassemblies are to be assembled into one final assembly. Note
that this could have also been done by setting the desired number of repartitioned subassemblies
equal to the number of original subassemblies, but these are identical problems except for the fact
that the latter is far more computationally expensive due to the longer encoding required.
Additionally, the existence of multiple subassemblies during assembly was not allowed. The
unique favorable assembly sequences generated when the GA was run for 10000 generations using








Recall from chapter 3 that the objective score represents the root-mean-square average action count
completion per assembly move. The sequences generally begin by building the AFI assembly
starting with the casing (subassembly A), and then adding the clutch stack (subassembly K) and
the planetary gear systems (subassemblies G and H). Then the rest of the assembly is completed.
Note that the suggested assembly sequences are not practical as they all require multiple
reorientations due to the fact that subassembly J is generally assembled after subassembly B,
followed by subassemblies D and E, and later subassembly L. This is due to the fact that only an
action count based criterion was used. However, by inspecting the suggested sequences and by
the fact that subassembly L does not mate with subassemblies C, D, E, or F, we may arrange one
of the suggested sequences and arrive at the following sequence that will have the same objective
score:
AKGHBJLCDEF
This assembly sequence works well in that starting with subassembly A, the assembly is built
mostly on one end (subassemblies K, G, H, J, and L) except for subassembly B, and then on the
other end (subassemblies C, D, E, and F). Hence, this experiment shows that action count does
show a certain utility in determining favorable sequences, but with more criteria such as
reorientation information, the genetic algorithm may be even more successful in suggesting
favorable assembly sequence choices. Also, even though the GA may not always suggest all
favorable sequences due to the size of the search space of the problem, the general trends in the
sequences that were suggested are often useful and may lead to a practical sequence choice as
shown in this experiment.
4.1.2 GA Subassembly Partitioning of AFI-H
Next, we wish to study the effectiveness of the GA tool developed based on the action
count closure criterion as a means of subassembly partitioning. AFI-H represents the original AFI
assembly with subassembly H broken down into two separate subassemblies, Ha and Hb, as
shown in Figure 4-3. By taking this AFI-H assembly and using the genetic algorithm to repartition
the 12 subassemblies into the original number of 11 subassemblies, the effectiveness of the genetic
algorithm program can be studied. Here we wish to see if the broken down subassemblies of H
are repartitioned together by the GA or perhaps a better repartitioning is offered. Figure 4-4 shows
the liaison diagram for the AFI-H assembly and Table 4-1 gives the weighted liaison graph
information in tabular form.
H Ha Hb
Figure 4-3: (a) original subassembly H; (b) broken down into subassemblies Ha and Hb
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Figure 4-4: Liaison graph for AFI-H




















































































Table 4-1: Weighted liaison graph information for AFI-H in tabular form
Using the weighted liaison graph information along with the precedence relations derived
with ASA, the genetic algorithm was run for 5000 generations using a population size of 100.
Here, we assumed sequential assembly only in the final assembly of the 11 desired subassemblies.
The resulting unique sequences with an objective score of 4.41071 suggested by the GA are as
follows:
B-C- A-G- K- D- Ha- E-- F-Hb- LJ
B-C- A-G-D-Ha-K-E-F- Hb-LJ
B-C- A-G- K-D-E-Hb- F- Ha- JL
B-C- A-G-D- K- Hb- E-- F-Ha- LJ
C- B - A - G - D - K - E - Ha - F - Hb - L J
C- B-A-G- K-D- Hb-E-F- Ha-JL
B- C- A-G-D- K-Ha-E-F- Hb-LJ
C- B- A-G- D-E- K- F-Ha- Hb-JL
An assembly sequence/subassembly partitioning is read by taking a '-' mark to indicate
divisions between subassemblies, and the listed order is read to denote the assembly sequence
where subassemblies within '-' marks are assembled first before final assembly. Thus, an
encoding is read by taking a first pass through the encoding to assemble any subassemblies where
the assembly sequence of a subassembly is given by the listed order of its components without a '-





example, the first listing suggests that L and J be assembled first as a single subassembly. Then,
starting with subassembly B, subassemblies C, A, G, K, D, Ha, E, F, and Hb are assembled in
that order. Finally, since the subassembly containing L and J is listed last, it is the final






Figure 4-5: Subassemblies Ha, Hb, J, and L
Figure 4-5 shows the subassemblies Ha, Hb, J, and L in detail. What is of interest in the
suggested partitionings is that Ha and Hb remain as separate subassemblies, whereas L and J have
been partitioned together. This leads to the hypothesis that the action count closure criterion used
gives L and J a stronger need to be combined as a single subassembly than Ha and Hb. This can




gear contained in subassembly J and the ring gear contained in subassembly Hb. This means that
if the liaison between L and J is established first, the associated action count value for the liaison is
4 and the action count value for the liaison between L and Hb is only 1 due to the fact that the
planetary gears of L have been previously fixed..
Conversely, if the liaison between L and Hb is established first, that liaison will have an
action count value of 4 and the liaison between L and J will have an action count value of 1. To
complicate matters, subassembly J also contains the sun gear that connects to the planetary gears
contained in subassembly Ha. This results in the fact that subassembly Ha has 4 actions that need
be closed when mated to subassembly J unless the ring gear in subassembly G is first assembled to
Ha. By fixing J and L in a subassembly together, they are ensured to be assembled together before
being assembled to any other parts in the final assembly. This will set the action count value for
the liaison between J and L to 4 and the action count value for the liaison between L and Hb to 1.
This is desired because otherwise there might arise a situation where J must be assembled to Ha
and L simultaneously which would require that 8 actions be closed in one assembly move or L
might be assembled to J and Hb simultaneously which would similarly result in the need for 8
actions to be closed in a single assembly move. Thus, by grouping J and L together in a single
subassembly, this possibility can no longer occur.
This suggests that due to the nature of the action counts contained in the liaisons
surrounding subassemblies H, J, and L, there may be some merit in considering partitioning the
subassemblies such as to limit the possibilities of high action count closures in single assembly
moves as demonstrated here. Due to the single criterion used, a new subassembly consisting of
subassemblies L and J may not be practical due to the fact that the new subassembly may not
necessarily be stable and that by combining L and J, the mate between J and Ha may be difficult to
complete due to limited access caused by the size of L.
4.1.3 GA Subassembly Partitioning of AFI-B
AFI-B represents the original AFI assembly with subassembly B broken down into
subassemblies Ba, Bb, Bc, and Bd. See Figure 4-6 for the breakdown of subassembly B. By
taking this assembly and using the genetic algorithm to repartition the 14 resulting subassemblies
into the original number of 11 subassemblies, the effectiveness of the genetic algorithm program
can be further studied. Subassembly B has a high number of actions and is thus worth examining
for repartitioning. To be more precise, we wish to see if the broken down subassemblies of
subassembly B (Ba, Bb, Bc, and Bd) are repartitioned together to imitate the original subassembly
partitioning, or if not, to examine how the suggested subassembly repartitioning compares with the
original partitioning. Figure 4-7 shows the liaison graph and Table 4-2 gives the weighted liaison






Figure 4-6: (a) Subassembly B and (b) broken down into subassemblies Ba, Bb, Bc, and Bd
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Figure 4-7: Liaison graph for AFI-B
liaison part part weight= condition liaison part part weight= condition
action liaison action liaison
count count
1 A C 0 13 E F 1
2 A D 0 14 G H 4
3 A G 9 14 1 15
3 6 8 15 H J 4
4 A K 8 15 1 14
5 A L 0 16 H K 7
6 Ba C 0 17 H L 4
7 Ba E 0 17 1 18
8 Bb G 4 18 J L 4
8 1 3 18 1 17
9 Bc H 1 19 Ba Bb 0
10 Bd J 1 20 Ba Bc 6
11 C D 0 21 Ba Bd 5
12 C E 1
Table 4-2: Weighted liaison graph information for AFI-B in tabular form
Using the weighted liaison graph information and the new precedence relations generated
using ASA, the unique subassembly partitioning schemes generated with a minimum action count
score of 5.18872 are as follows:
Bd-Ba-Bc-Bb-AKG-C-D -E-F-HJ-L
Bd-Ba-Bc-Bb-AGK-C-D-E-F-HJ-L
Again, multiple subassemblies were not allowed during final assembly. The genetic algorithm was
run for 5000 generations using a population size of 100.
0U.
Figure 4-8: Subassembly repartitioning of AFI-B
The results indicate that A, K, and G are best partitioned into a single subassembly as are H
and J as shown in Figure 4-8. By examining the physical assembly taking into account the action
count criterion used, the reasons for such a repartitioning can be seen. The difficulties in the AFI
assembly are due to two types of physical systems in the assembly. The first is the planetary gear
system for reasons as described in detail in Chapter 3. The second type of assembly difficulty can
be attributed to those subassemblies containing a set of clutch plates, such as subassembly K. In
order to assemble this system of clutch plates to its mate, each of the clutch plates must be aligned
in turn. Furthermore, the clutch stack consists of some plates that are to mate with an inner ring
and others that are to mate with an outer ring. Thus to assemble the clutch stack to both the outer
and inner mates simultaneously, i.e. assembling K to both A and H simultaneously, would result
in a horrendously high number of actions to be closed and is therefore deemed a difficult assembly
move. It is for these reasons that the GA program suggests that A, K, and G be repartitioned as a
single subassembly and that H and J also be repartitioned as a single subassembly. By partitioning
K with A, there no longer exists the possibility that clutch stack K might be assembled to both A
and H simultaneously, but instead it is required that K must be assembled to A first within a
separate subassembly before being assembled as part of the final assembly. Also, by partitioning
G as part of a subassembly consisting of A, K, and G, there no longer exists the possibility that
the ring gear in G might need to be assembled to both the clutch stack in subassembly A and the set
of planetary gears in subassembly H. Instead, G must first be mated with A to complete the
suggested subassembly repartitioning before it can be mated to H. For these same reasons, it is
suggested that H and J be repartitioned into a single subassembly. By doing so, there is no longer
the possibility that the ring gear in H might need be mated to the clutch stack K at the same time as
the set of planetary gears in H be mated to the sun gear in J and to the ring gear in G. By
repartitioning H and J as a single subassembly, it is required that H be assembled with J to
complete a subassembly before H can be mated with either G or K.
These results suggest that as before with AFI-H, due to the nature of the actions contained
in the liaisons surrounding subassemblies A, G, K, H, and J, there may be some merit in
considering repartitioning these subassemblies such as to limit the possibilities of high action count
closures in single assembly moves as illustrated above. Again, since only the action count criterion
was used, the suggested subassemblies may not fare well when other criteria are considered,
particularly subassembly stability and access to mates between subassemblies.
4.1.4 GA Subassembly Partitioning of AFI with No Decomposition
As a final application of the genetic algorithm for subassembly repartitioning of the AFI
assembly, we take the AFI assembly with its original subassembly partitions. It has been
suggested that based on the action count criterion, sequential assembly would be favored over
parallel assembly. That is, given the freedom to determine the final number of subassembly
partitions, the GA tool would partition the given parts or subassemblies separately, i.e. the number
of final subassembly partitions would be equal to the number of input parts or subassemblies,
according to the action count criterion. Thus, to test this we let the algorithm determine the final
number of subassemblies to see what partitionings are suggested. This was done by setting the
number of final subassembly partitions equal to the number of parts and allowing encodings with
empty subassemblies by just ignoring the empty subassemblies as described in Chapter 3. Thus, if
empty subassembly partitionings are generated, then the actual final number of subassemblies is
less than the number of input parts or subassemblies, indicating that sequential assembly does not






Here, consecutive dashes are read as a single subassembly divider as described in detail
previously. The genetic algorithm suggested 4 unique partitionings that resulted in lower final
objective scores than when a sequential assembly was used (See section 4.1.1). Common to the
suggested partitionings are that H and J are always partitioned together as are B and C as shown in
Figure 4-9. In some cases L is also partitioned with H and J, and A is sometimes partitioned with
B and C as are K and D, but less frequently. This would imply that the use of subassemblies (or
branched assembly lines) can rate better by the action count criterion than the absence of
subassemblies (or a sequential assembly line). A reason behind this may be that several liaisons
take on multiple action count values depending on the current state of assembly.
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L
Figure 4-9: Suggested subassembly partitionings of AFI with no subassemblies broken down
Recall that in breaking down subassembly H into Ha and Hb (section 4.1.2), the suggested
subassembly repartitionings included L and J partitioned as a single subassembly. Also, in
breaking down subassembly B into Ba, Bb, Bc, and Bd, suggested subassembly repartitionings
included H and J partitioned together as a single subassembly and A, K, and G partitioned together
as a single subassembly. Note that in these two cases, the final number of subassemblies was set
to 11 to match the original number of subassemblies. Although the previous results show some
correspondence with results in this section, there is some variation which can easily be explained
by the limits defined for each experiment run. Due to the fact that the previous two required that
there be exactly 11 final subassemblies, it was not possible to have a repartitioning that included H
and J together in AFI-H and one where B and C were together in AFI-B because in both cases, this
would result in less than 11 final subassemblies. It is possible then to conclude that were the final
number of subassemblies into which to repartition not fixed in the previous two examples, AFI-H
and AFI-B, then subassembly repartitionings including H, J, and L together and B and C together
would most likely be suggested by the GA program. Due to current hardware and software
limitations, such runs with a large assembly having B or H broken down and given the freedom to
determine the final number of subassemblies were unable to offer any real results considering the
resulting size of the search space.
Again, some of the suggested subassemblies may be impractical when other criteria are
taken into consideration. For example, a subassembly consisting of H, J, and L may be too large
to handle and when mating with the rest of the assembly, limited access to the mating areas may
lead to difficult assembly. Also, some of the assembly sequences generated are impractical due to
the number of reorientations required. However, by examining the suggested subassembly
partitionings and assembly sequences, it is possible to generate the following sequence/partitioning
by observation based on the results of the GA tool with minor modifications for simple
consideration of other necessary criteria:
D-BC-A-K-G-JH-L-E-F
This sequence is requires only one reorientation at the end to install subassemblies E and F. The
partitioning are based on the suggested partitionings generated by the GA tool using the action
count criterion. Thus, results from the GA tool can be useful in subassembly partitioning and
assembly sequence generation although other criteria may need to be considered.
4.2 BAT Assembly
The BAT assembly is a car transaxle. In many ways, the BAT assembly is similar to the
AFI assembly. They both display all the characteristics of complex assemblies. The BAT
assembly differs in that it is not completely axially symmetric as is the AFI assembly and therefore
may serve as a good contrast to the AFI assembly. Figure 4-10 shows a detailed drawing of the
BAT assembly, and Figure 4-11 shows the BAT assembly with its original subassembly
partitioning. The liaison graph is given in graphical form in Figure 4-12 and in tabular form in
Table 4-3.
Figure 4-10: Detailed drawing of the BAT assembly





Figure 4-12: Liaison graph for BAT assembly
liaison part part weight= condition liaison part part weight= condition
action liaison action liaison
count count
1 A C 0 10 D H 0
2 A E 0 11 G H 3
3 A F 7 11 0 7
4 C E 0 11 4 8
5 C D 0 11 1 7,8
6 E F 0 12 H K 3
7 F G 4 12 1 14
7 1 11 13 H J 0
8 D G 4 14 J K 3
8 5 11 14 1 12
9 E H 0 15 D J 0
Table 4-3: Weighted liaison graph information for BAT in tabular form
4.2.1 GA Sequence Generation and Subassembly Partitioning of BAT
First, we ran the GA only generating assembly sequences for the BAT assembly using the
original partitioning as we did for the AFI assembly. The goal here is to see how well the action
count closure criterion works for the BAT assembly. Using the liaison graph information and the
precedence relations generated using ASA, the genetic algorithm was run for 1000 generations
with a population size of 100 with only sequential assembly allowed. The following assembly

















































As with the AFI assembly, most of the sequences generated are impractical due to the obvious need
for multiple reorientations to accommodate most of the suggested sequences. This can be seen by
the fact that both subassemblies C and J fall close to the end of most of the sequences yet they are
physically located at opposite ends of the assembly requiring that the assembly most likely be
reoriented several times if the suggested assembly sequences were to be used. This is not to say
that the action count closure criterion is not a good criterion but may be inadequate by itself.
To avoid multiple reorientations, the GA was run again to find favorable sequences but
with subassembly C fixed as the first subassembly to go into the final assembly. Two runs were
done, one for 1000 generations and one for 500 generations both using a population size of 50.




The resulting sequences are more practical than the results initially obtained, but due to the
constraint that the assembly sequences must start with subassembly C, the final objective score
obtained was not as low as for the first results. This suggests that choosing optimal sequences
using only the action count criterion is not sufficient, but by taking other criteria into consideration
such as requiring that the assembly start with subassembly C, we may then use the action count
criterion for selecting optimal sequences as was done here.
Finally, one last GA run was done where the number of subassemblies was allowed to
vary but the sequences were still constrained to start with C. This resulted in only one optimal
sequence/partitioning:
-- CAEF ---- DGH-KJ-
This sequence resulted in a much lower score of 3.10242 than the previous two examples,
indicating that according to the action count criterion, there is some merit to partitioning C, A, E,
and F together as a single subassembly, D, G, and H together, and finally K and J together as
opposed to the original partitioning of 9 separate subassemblies as shown in Figure 4-13.
Figure 4-13: Suggested partitioning of the BAT assembly with original subassemblies
The results of this experiment suggest that the action count closure criterion alone may not
be sufficient but by taking other criteria into consideration such as avoid multiple reorientations and
refixturings, favorable partitionings can be generated as was done here.
4.2.2 GA Subassembly Repartitioning of BAT-F
Next we wish to test the GA tool for suggesting repartitionings beginning with a nominal
subassembly partitioning scheme. BAT-F represents the original BAT assembly with subassembly
F broken down into smaller subassemblies and component parts F , F2, F3, and F4 as shown in
Figure 4-14. Subassembly F was chosen to be broken down due to the large number of actions
contained within the subassembly. The liaison graph is given in Figure 4-15 with the weighted
liaison graph information given in tabular form in Table 4-4. In determining the action count
values for the weighted liaison graph, we first encountered an example of where multiple action
count values were necessary due to the introduction of new kinematic degrees of freedoms as
subassemblies or parts come together. This can be seen in the breakdown of subassembly F.
Take parts F3 and F4 for instance. F3's mate to subassembly A has a default action count value of
0 because no actions are closed by the mate. The same is true for the liaison between F4 and A.
But consider a mate between subassembly A and a subassembly consisting of parts F3 and F4.
Once mated to form a separate subassembly, F3 and F4 are free to rotate with respect to each other
due to the roller bearing involved in their mate. Thus, the action count value for the mate between
A and a subassembly consisting of F3 and F4 is now 1 because of the new internal kinematic
degree of freedom.
Figure 4-14: Breakdown of subassembly F
Figure 4-15: Liaison graph for BAT-F
conditior part part weight= condition liaison part part weight= condition
liaison action liaison action liaison
count count
1 A C 0 12 H K 3
2 A E 0 12 1 14
3 A FI 5 13 H J 0
3 6 16, 17 14 J K 3
4 C E 0 14 1 12
5 C D 0 15 D J 0
6 E FI 0 16 FI F2 4
7 F4 G 4 16 1 17
7 1 11 17 F2 F3 4
8 D G 4 17 1 16
8 5 11 18 F3 F4 0
9 E H 0 19 A F3 1
10 D H 0 19 1 18
11 G H 3 20 A F4 0
11 0 7 20 1 1,5,7
11 4 8 21 G F3 0
11 E 1 7, 8
Table 4-4: Weighted liaison graph information for BAT-F in tabular form
Using the weighted liaison graph information and the precedence relations from ASA, the
GA is used to repartition BAT-F into 9 subassemblies. The purpose of this experiment is to see if
the suggested partitionings will match the original 9 subassemblies or if not, what improvements
may be suggested by the action count closure criterion. A sample set of subassembly
repartitionings generated by the GA run for 5000 generations using a population size of 250
achieving an objective function score of 2.69678 is given as follows:




D- G- F4- H- F3 F2- E F1 A- K- J-C
D - G - F4 - H - F3 - A E Fl F2 - K - C - J
G - F4 - D - H - F3 F2 - EA Fl - K - C- J
F4 - G - D - H - F3 F2 - E A F1 - K - C - J
G - F4 - F3 - D - H - E F1 F2 A - K - J - C
F4 - G - D - F3 - H - A E Fl F2- K- C - J
The common trend in all the generated partitionings is to have E, A, and Fl together as a separate
subassembly and F2 and F3 as another separate subassembly or to have E, A, Fl, and F2
repartitioned as a separate subassembly. This indicates that having some of the components of F
partitioned together fares well with the action count closure criterion, but subassemblies Fl and F2
are better off partitioned with subassemblies E and A than with the rest of F as in the original
partitioning scheme.
Again, these sequences themselves are not practical for the same reasons as mentioned in
section 4.2.1 so again the constraint that all sequences must start with subassembly C was
imposed. This proved to be a rather computationally intensive problem for the GA, so we started
the GA with an initial population set to the following sequence/partitioning which has an objective
score of 2.96954:
C - A - D - Fl E - F3 F2 - F4 - G H - K - J
Using a population size of 200, after 5000 generations, the GA arrived at the following optimal
sequence/partitionings with an objective score of 2.92328:
C - D - A- F1 E - F2 F3 - G F4 - H - K - J
C- D- AE- Fl - F2 F3-G F4- H- K- J
C-D-A-F1E F2-F3-G F4-H-K-J
C-D-AE F1-F2-F3-G F4-H-K-J
C - D - A - F1 F2 E - F3 - G F4 - H - K - J
We arrived at pretty much the same subassembly partitionings as before, at the cost of a higher
objective score based on the action count closure criterion, but with the benefit of assembly
sequences that are practical in terms of other criteria such as reducing the number of assembly
reorientations and refixturings. Thus, the action count closure criterion found optimal
subassembly partitionings but without consideration of other criteria beforehand, the sequences
were impractical. This indicates that the action count closure criterion is a useful criterion, but
should not be the only criterion considered when looking for optimal assembly sequences.
Recall now that in the previous runs, the desired number of subassemblies was fixed to
match the original number of subassemblies. This could account for the fact that all four
components of F could not partitioned into a single subassembly along with E and A due to the fact
that by doing so, the resulting partitionings would result in fewer than the original number of
subassemblies. Therefore, this constraint was removed for the next run and the algorithm was
allowed to vary the number of subassemblies to determine the number that worked best. The GA
was again run for 5000 generations using a population size of 250. A sample of the resulting
partitionings with an objective function score of 2.43085 are as follows:
FlEA-F3F2F4-DGH-K-J-C
F3 F4- Fl F2 E A-G D H- K- J-C
F3 F2 F4- F1E A-G D H- K- J-C
AEFlF2- F3 F4- DG H- K- J-C
FI E A- F2 F3 F4 - D G H - K - J - C
F4F3- E FI F2A-DGH-K-C-J
The results all have D, G, and H repartitioned as a single subassembly. A, E, and Fl are also
repartitioned together as are F3 and F4 with F2 repartitioned with either one of these two
subassemblies. These results correspond well with those in section 4.2.1 for the BAT assembly
with the original subassembly partitioning scheme when the number of final subassemblies was
also allowed to vary. Recall that for the BAT assembly with the original subassembly partitioning
scheme, D, G, and H were partitioned together as were A, E, C, and F. Now, having broken
down F into smaller subassemblies, we can see that it is favorable for Fl alone to be partitioned
with A and E and for F3 and F4 to be partitioned as a separate subassembly. Thus, by breaking
down a complicated subassembly such as F, the GA can more finely repartition the original
subassemblies according to the criterion used.
Again, the sequences that were generated were impractical so another GA run was done
with the constraint that assembly sequences must begin with subassembly C. Using an initial
population of 250, the GA was run for 2000 generations and achieved the resulting
partitionings/sequences with an objective score of 2.57611:
C- F1 F2 E A-- F3 F4 - - - G D H--- K-- J
-C- FlE A--- F3 F4F2- DG H K ---- J-
-C-FlE A F2--- F4F3- D G H-- K--- J
C--FlE A- - F2 F3 F4-G D H - - - - - K J-
-C- F1E AF2- F3 F4---GDHK ---- J-
C- F E F2 A--- F3 F4--G D H K ----- J
C-Fl F2EA-F3F4 ---- GDH ---- K J -
-C-FlEAF2--F3F4--GDH ----- KJ
-C-Fl F2EA-F3F4---GDHK ----- J
The subassembly partitionings remain pretty much the same with the exception that K is often
partitioned with the subassembly containing G, D, and H, and also with subassembly J as it was
with the original BAT assembly in section 4.2.1. Again, after breaking down a complicated
subassembly, the GA is useful in repartitioning the original subassemblies according to the action
count criterion used, but with consideration given to other criteria, sequences that are more
practical can also be generated with the GA tool.
4.2.3 Precedence Relation Elimination Applied to BAT
The precedence relations for the BAT assembly are first generated using ASA. The
precedence relations are listed in Table 4-5. Next, by examining the precedence relations, the
geometric interferences that are the basis for individual precedence relations can be determined.
For the BAT assembly, there are three classes of precedence relations. The first class can be
eliminated or reduced by repartitioning the roller bearing of E with F as shown in Figure 4-16 so
that E can mate with A and pass completely through G. Precedence relations that fall in this class
are PR#1, PR#2, and PR#9. The second class can be eliminated or reduced by detail redesign to
allow G to pass completely through D. This includes PR#4 and PR#5. The final class, which
includes the remaining precedence relations, can not be eliminated by detail redesign or
subassembly repartitioning.
(b)
Figure 4-16: (a) Subassemblies A, E, F, and G before repartitioning and (b) after.
Arrow points to area where repartitioning occurred.
Precedence Relation
1 &2>=4
2 & 6 >= 3
6 >= 9
5 & 8 >= 1 & 2 & 3 &4 & 6 & 7
8 & 11 >= 10
10 & 11 & 13 >= 8 & 15
14 >= 15
1 >= 5 & 8
2 & 4 >= 1 & 5 & 8
7 & 11 >= 6 & 9
8 & 10 & 12 & 13 >= 11 & 14 & 15
12 & 14 >= 13
3&6>= 1 &2&4&5& 14& 15
2&3&4>= 1 &5&6& 14& 15
1 >=5& 14& 15
3 &6&7 >= 1 &2&4&5&8
Table 4-5: Precedence relations for BAT
By incorporating these suggested redesigns or repartitionings, we arrive at three new
designs for BAT: BAT-RD1, BAT-RD2, BAT-RD3. All three have the roller bearing of E
repartitioned with F. In addition, BAT-RD2 contains a redesign so that G can pass through D, but
A can no longer pass through D due to the detail redesign. Finally, BAT-RD3 allows for both G
and A to pass through D by further redesign. The precedence relations for BAT-RD 1, BAT-RD2,
and BAT-RD3 are given in Tables 4-6, 4-7, and 4-8, respectively.
Precedence Relation
1 1 &2&3>=4&6
2 2&4&6>= 1 &3
3 6 >= 9
4 5&8>=1&2&3&4&6&7
5 8 & 11>=10
6 10 & 11 & 13 >= 8 & 15
7 14 >= 15
8 1 >=5&8
9 4>=5& 14& 15
10 7 & 11 >= 6 & 9
11 8& 10& 12& 13>= 11 & 14& 15
12 2&3&4&7>= 1&5&6&8
13 12 & 14 >= 13
14 3&6>= 1 &2&4&5& 14& 15
15 1 &2&6>=3&4&5& 14& 15
16 3&6&7 >= 1 &2&4&5&8
Table 4-6: Precedence relations for BAT-RD1
Precedence Relation
1 >= 5
2 & 4 & 6 >= 1 & 3
6 >= 9
10>=2&3&6&9








10 & 13 >= 15
12 & 14 >= 13
2 & 3 & 4 & 7 >= I & 5 & 6 & 8
8&11 >=1&5& 10
8& 10 >=3 & 7 & 11
3 & 6 & 7 >= 1 & 2 & 4 & 5 & 8
1 & 2 & 3 >= 4 & 6
Table 4-7: Precedence relations for BAT-RD2
Precedence Relation
1 1 &2&3>=4&6
2 2&4&6>= 1 &3
3 6 >= 9
4 5& 10>= 1 &2&3 &4&6&9
5 8& 11 >=5 & 10
6 10 & 13 >= 15
7 12 & 14 >= 13
8 1 >= 5 & 8
9 2&3&4&7>=1&5&6&8
10 7 & 11 >= 6 & 9
11 3 &6&7 >= 1 &2&4&5&8
Table 4-8: Precedence relations for BAT-RD3
The precedence relation sets get relatively weaker, i.e. less constraining on the set of feasible
assembly sequences, in the progression: BAT, BAT-RD2, BAT-RD 1, and BAT-RD3. This can be
seen by the number of feasible sequences generating using ASA (specifically, EDIT) as shown in
Table 4-9. As shown in the table, BAT-RD1 offers more assembly sequences than does BAT due
to the fact that precedence relations were removed or softened by repartitioning; thus, removing
assembly constraints to allow for more assembly freedom. Furthermore, the numbers suggest that
the redesign in BAT-RD2 may add more constraints that it relieves, yet it should allow for a new
branch of sequences that were previously not feasible and is worth exploring. Finally, by
redesigning such that both G and A can pass through D in BAT-RD3 results in the largest number
of possible assembly sequences; thus, assembly constraints have effectively been removed through
redesign in addition to repartitioning to allow for more feasible assembly sequences.
BAT BAT-RD1 BAT-RD2 BAT-RD3
# undeleted sequences 324 635 469 706
Table 4-9: Number of feasible assembly sequences
First, assembly sequences were generated for BAT-RD 1, BAT-RD2, and BAT-RD3 using
the GA and compared with those generated for BAT. The sequences were all relatively similar
with the same objective function score. Yet when we constrained that the sequences must start
with subassembly C as was done previously for BAT, both BAT-RD2 and BAT-RD3 had
sequences with better objective function scores than did those for BAT and BAT-RD1. These
sequences are the same for both BAT-RD2 and BAT-RD3 and have an objective function score of
3.39117 as opposed to 3.93701 for those suggested for BAT and BAT-RD1:
CEAFGDHKJ
CAEFGDHKJ
It can be seen that these sequences became possible due to the redesign in both BAT-RD2 and
BAT-RD3 that allows G to pass through D. Thus, it can be seen that by examining the precedence
relations, one can determine design changes, either detail redesign or subassembly repartitioning,
that will loosen the precedence relations and therefore the assembly constraints to allow for more
feasible assembly sequences. By doing so, it is possible to find assembly sequences that rate
better by the action count closure criterion.
4.3 Summary
In this chapter, the tools and methods developed in the previous chapter have been applied
to actual complex assemblies to explore their usefulness in practice. In some cases, the results
were as expected and in others, offered new insight previously not thought of.
CHAPTER 5
Conclusions and Further Work
The goal of this research was to develop the techniques and tools required to apply Design-
For-Assembly to complex assemblies. Noting how current DFA methods are based on experience
and approximations and are difficult and often inadequate on more complicated assemblies, one can
see that this is not an easy task. As the applications of computer-aided tools become more
widespread, it is only reasonable to expect that assembly planning techniques become more and
more capable in aiding a designer in keeping assembly and manufacture in mind when developing
new products. This thesis presents one such computer-aided tool to aid in DFA of complex
assemblies by allowing for rapid evaluation of assembly options by design changes and in
assembly planning itself by suggesting subassembly partitioning schemes along with assembly
sequences. The results presented in the previous chapter show how the genetic algorithm based
tool is capable of handling the difficult problem of assembly sequence and subassembly
partitioning choice for complex assemblies. This thesis also presents a methodology for applying
DFA that relies on ASA wherein the GA tool proves to play a useful part. The developed tool is
powerful in that not only are subassembly partitionings evaluated, but so are associated assembly
sequences at the same time. Also, by using a genetic algorithm, the tool is capable of keeping all
possible assembly sequences in the search space, and by using precedence relations derived
through ASA, geometric reasoning is fully automated ensuring that resulting subassembly
partitionings and assembly sequences are geometrically feasible.
The action count closure criterion used by the GA tool has also proven to be useful in
locating and avoiding difficult assembly moves, but as discovered, it may not be the driving
criterion in determining assembly sequences and subassembly partitioning schemes. The GA
based tool developed is fully capable of handling multiple criteria due to the way the genetic
algorithm uses an objective function for scoring partitions/sequences it evaluates, but would
require additional initial user input and a scale on which competing criteria can be measured. There
are many criteria that could be considered such as minimizing the number of reorientations or
refixturings during assembly or minimizing the tolerance buildup during assembly to mention a
few. Future work would include the incorporation of multiple criteria which would require that the
criteria be based on quantifiable measures of assembly difficulty and that the issue of how to weigh
competing criteria in the objective function be resolved.
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